Session plan

PERSONAL, SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT

NOTICING NATURE

AT A GLANCE

This session will help learners gain a greater understanding and appreciation of the
nature all around us, that we often pass by unnoticed. Key to this session is finding a
suitable, peaceful green space on a warm, sunny day. Ideally, you will lead the session
in a grassy area with several trees, away from distractions and other people. One of the
activities also relies on a day where there are interesting cloud patterns in the sky. The
aim is to create positive associations with spending time outdoors and connecting to
nature. This session was created in partnership with the Natural History Museum.

CURRICULUM LINKS
England
 RSE: physical health and
mental wellbeing

LEARNING OUTCOMES
 Know about and be able to notice local nature
 Aware of the impact nature can have on wellbeing

 PSHE: emotional
wellbeing and mental
health

 Know how to use nature to be mindful

Scotland

ACTIVITIES

 Health and wellbeing
curriculum
Northern Ireland
 Learning for life and work:
Personal development
Wales
 Area of learning and
experience: Wellbeing

MATERIALS
 Urban Nature Youth
Worker Toolkit (nhm.
ac.uk)

ACTIVITY

TIME

PAGE

10-15 minutes

03

Life under a log

20 minutes

04

Cloud life

10 minutes

06

Urban nature photography

10 minutes

07

Social media post

10 minutes

08

Urban nature charades

 Cameras/phones with
cameras
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URBAN NATURE CHARADES
ACTIVITY STEPS
TIME REQUIRED

10-15 minutes

MATERIALS
 Page 27, Urban Nature
Youth Worker Toolkit
(nhm.ac.uk)

1. Introduce the session by telling the learners that noticing nature
has been found to improve our wellbeing. Scientists have even
researched this and they came up with 7 of the most significant
ways we can notice nature. They are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Watching wildlife (for example, birdwatching)
Listening to birdsong
Smelling wildflowers
Taking a photo or drawing or painting a picture of a natural
view, plant or animal
Taking time to notice creatures, such as butterflies and bees
Watching the sunrise
Watching clouds

Explain that you will be doing some of these activities in this
session.
2. Divide the group into two or more teams. Teams will race against
each other to be the first to create a list of urban nature species
using charades (mimes) only. Have the groups spread out so they
can’t hear the other team’s answers.
3. Ask one member of each team to come to you. Show the word
(examples you could use: fox, blackbird, oak tree, Canada goose,
rat, spider, seagull, snail, etc.) to the learner and release them to
their groups at the same time.
4. Once a member of the group guesses the word correctly, another
member comes to you for a new word. They must tell you what
word their team just guessed. If correct, you tell the new learner
the next word on the list.
5. The object of the game is for a team to complete the list. You can
use this game as an introduction into learning more about the
animals in the game or other types of animal who might live in the
same habitat.
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LIFE UNDER A LOG
ACTIVITY STEPS
TIME REQUIRED
20 minutes

MATERIALS
 Page 45-46 and species
fact sheets, Urban
Nature Youth Worker
Toolkit (nhm.ac.uk)
 Beginner’s guide to UK
invertebrates

1. Something great about urban nature is that it is actually everywhere,
and once you know what to look for and where, you start to notice it
more and more.
Ask the learners what animals and plants they frequently see or take
notice of. If they say “nothing”, then you can reply “well let’s change
that!” There is a whole world of fascinating species all around us, if we
just know where to look.
2. Tell the learners that this next activity shows us how many tiny bugs
and minibeasts there are. These animals have lots of useful roles in the
ecosystems where they live.
3. Explain that a sure way to find urban nature is to look under logs or
stones that can be found in parks. You’ll be amazed how many different
types of animals live under these.
4. Show learners how to safely turn over logs and stones to find the
minibeasts living under them. Being gentle and careful not to squish
any is very important. A clean yoghurt pot and a paintbrush can be
used to coerce creatures into the pot for a closer look.
5. Use ID guides (books, online resources or apps) to help identify what
kind of invertebrates they are. Learners could record their findings,
using iNaturalist (a platform that allows you to record observations
of nature). The Natural History Museum’s beginner’s guide to UK
invertebrates could also be useful.
6. Always put the log or stone back and place the animal to the side to let
it crawl back under. Use hand sanitiser afterwards.
7. You could add a competition element, where teams see how many
different species they can find on a checklist. See the score sheet
on page 46 in the toolkit. You can also make this more of a scientific
activity where learners try and identify as many species as possible or
compare different micro-habitats to see what lives where.
8. After this, facilitate a group discussion by asking the learners:
• Were you surprised by how many different animals you could find?
• Which do you think might have useful roles? What do you think
those roles might be? E.g., many tiny animals like this eat dead and
rotten plants, which pass through their bodies and make healthy
soil when it comes out the other end!
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•

Did this activity change your mood at all?

Explain that studying something very closely can be a great mindfulness exercise. Gaining a greater
understanding of the vast amount of tiny animals that there are can also give us a much needed sense
of awe, wonder and appreciation. If you think about it, in order for there to be larger animals such as
foxes, pigeons and magpies, there must be lots of smaller animals which can be food, pollinate plants
or break down rotten wood. They are all part of the web of life (that also includes us)!
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CLOUD LIFE
TIME REQUIRED
10 minutes

MATERIALS

ACTIVITY STEPS
1. Tell the learners that when we think about nature, we often forget
about parts of nature that aren’t alive. Clouds are fascinating, they
come in many shapes and patterns, which can tell us what the
weather is going to be like. They also provide much needed shade
from the sun and deliver all important rain.

 Page 29, Urban Nature
Youth Worker Toolkit
(nhm.ac.uk)

2. Find a nice patch of grass and lie down. As a group, watch the
clouds and tell the learners to point out what shapes they see.
Simple.

 Ideally, a blue-sky day
with clouds that swirl
and move around
making different shapes!

3. Alternatively, learners can call out the object they see in the clouds
and then see who else can spot it and point it out.

 Mats (optional, if you
something to lie on)

4. Explain that seeing familiar objects or patterns in otherwise
random or unrelated objects is called pareidolia.
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URBAN NATURE PHOTOGRAPHY
ACTIVITY STEPS
TIME REQUIRED
10 minutes

1. Explain that finding ways to be creative can increase positive
emotions, reduce stress and anxiety, and even improve our
immune systems. So, we’re going to team that with nature and
have a go at urban nature photography.

MATERIALS

2. Photography is a great way to ease your mind, as well as bringing
yourself into the present and being mindful.

 Page 36, Urban Nature
Youth Worker Toolkit
(nhm.ac.uk)

3. Tell the learners that they will be taking photos of nature. Any
camera will do, including those on smartphones.
Check that all learners have access to a camera before this
activity. Also ensure that you have the correct permissions
and consent, if needed.
4. Encourage the learners to think about capturing urban nature from
different angles, types of composition and different times of the
day for varied light. Have fun with it, enjoy it, capture moments to
look back on and remember what it was like to be out exploring
nature.
To inspire them, you could print some images from websites
similar to the Natural History Museum’s gallery of wildlife
photography: https://www.nhm.ac.uk/wpy/gallery

5. You could create an urban nature photography competition
among your learners.
As well as being creative, photography can also be a great
reflective activity, making visual memories for the learners.
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SOCIAL MEDIA POST
ACTIVITY STEPS
TIME REQUIRED
10 minutes

MATERIALS
 Page 73, Urban Nature
Youth Worker Toolkit
(nhm.ac.uk)

1. Often, we want to actively encourage young people to put down
their phones, use their senses to see, hear, feel, touch and smell
the natural world. But a phone/social media activity encouraging
creativity and curiosity can be a great way of encouraging learners
by giving them a focus to create and share content.
2. What would the learners like to share? An image of an animal they
found? A plant? Perhaps one of the cloud shapes or patterns they
saw?
3. Suggest some themes to explore through urban nature, such as:
• Discovering your local area
• Who lives here?
• What does nature mean to you?
• What’s the good, the bad, the ugly?
4. If the learners aren’t keen to create content and posts for
themselves, then why not challenge them to create content for
your organisation or school?
5. Emphasise to the learners that the options are endless: different
platforms, different mediums, different messages – just find the
right time to put down the phones and the right time to pick them
up and embrace them.
Before going on social media, check how this fits with your
setting’s rules and ensure that parents/carers have given
permission for the learners to use social media.
6. To wrap up, remind the learners that there are many other ways
to notice nature and improve our wellbeing. Why not have a go at
some of these another time:
• Watching wildlife (for example, birdwatching): Big Garden
Birdwatch | The RSPB
• Listening to bird song
• Smelling wildflowers
• Taking a photo or drawing a picture of a natural view, plant or
animal
• Taking time to notice creatures such as butterflies and bees:
Big Butterfly Count (butterfly-conservation.org)
• Watching the sunrise or sunset
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